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Abstract

This paper proposes a systematic design method for developing a family of scroll-type compressor (STC). Except of using the
general design optimization model includes multi-variable, direct search, inequality constraints, both interactive session and discrete
variable design optimization skills have also been employed in this study. A practical design case on the 5200–9800 W capacity range
of the STC family using R22 refrigerant has been implemented, and to achieve a common share percentage of 80% for the major
components of this STC series plus a coefficient of performance based on electrical power input (COPel) of over 3.02 for each spec-
ified capacity of this family. Comparisons between calculated and measured results show that the maximum deviation of cooling
capacity and COPel are below 2.53% and 1.69%, respectively.
� 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Simplicity, higher efficiency, quiet operation and
good reliability are the special features of the scroll-type
compressor (STC), a type of positive displacement com-
pressor widely employed in residential and commercial
air-conditioning, refrigeration and heat-pump applica-
tions, as well as automotive air-conditioning. Many the-
oretical and experimental studies have introduced and
verified detailed mathematic models for STCs, including
those of Morishita et al. [1,2], who derived the geometric
parameters, the equations of motion and the dynamics
of the scroll compressor. Ooi et al. [3], who developed
the fluid flow and heat transfer used with two-dimen-
sional numerical model in the working chamber of the
STC. Several researchers [4–7] depicted an overview of
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the overall computer model for the STC, and Chen
et al. [8,9], who presented a comprehensive model com-
bining a detailed compression process model with a
detailed overall compressor model. Based on a compila-
tion of these prior literatures, Chang et al. [10] have
implemented a computer simulation package for STC
development that is used in current study.

From a technical point of view, Etemad and Nieter
[11] provided a simple and easily understood optimiza-
tion design approach to evaluate the effect of three rele-
vant physical parameters on manufacturing, design
limitations and energy losses for STC, and Ooi [12] pre-
sented a design optimization algorithm coupled with a
mathematical model of the rolling piston compressor
by employing a multi-variable, direct search, con-
strained optimization technique. Although these studies
could provide some guides for STC optimization design
algorithm and design procedure, but the detail optimum
design to put in practice were not demonstrated.

One critical problem in the mass production of a
variety of commercial STCs is that their key compo-
nents—including fixed scroll, orbiting scroll, Oldham
ring, mainframe and crankshaft—all require very high
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Nomenclature

A clearance area (mm)
C flow coefficient
D diameter (mm)
F force (N)
h enthalpy (kJ/kg)
k thermal conductivity (W/m �C)
L length (m)
M force moment (Nm)
_m mass flow rate (kg/h)
N turn number of scrolls
n polytropic index
P power consumption (W)
p pressure (kgf/cm2)
r radius (mm)
T torque (Nm)
t thickness (mm)
V volume rate (m3/h)
_V displacement volume (m3/rev)
x,y coordinates
g efficiency
h rotation angle
l frictional coefficient
q density (kg/m3)
COPel coefficient of performance based on electrical

power input (W/W)
Gc rigidity of cutting tool
Gw rigidity of scroll wrap
he height (mm)
pt pitch (mm)
Qc cooling capacity (W)
Re Reynolds number
Pr Prandtl number
vk kinematic viscosity (mm2/s)
vr volumetric ratio
de end side clearance between the tip and bot-

tom of the scroll wraps (cm)
da assembly tolerance (mm)

/r roll angle of scrolls
xc rotating speed of crankshaft (rev/min)

Subscripts

B bearing
Bd driving bush
Bm main journal bearing
Bl lower journal bearing
b base circle
d discharge, downstream
dw downstream
e end surface
f flank surface
i inside
in inlet
l leakage
m inertia force
min minimum value
max maximum value
motor motor
o outside
out outlet
ob orbiting scroll
or orbiting radius
p flate plate
r refrigerant
s suction
s,h superheat
shaft crankshaft
t thrust
tu tube
u upstream
v volumetric
w scroll wrap
h tangential
1,2 Oldham coupling surface
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precision machining and skill. To help in lowering the
complexity, cost and lead-time of product development,
Kota et al. [13] introduced the use of commonality com-
ponents in product families. In addition, Hernandez
et al. [14] described a mathematical decision model for
carrying out a family design evaluation for absorption
chiller development that provided a guideline for the
systematic design of a product family.

This paper proposes a family design procedure that
combines with the optimization method [15] and the
STC simulation package [10] for using in STC commer-
cial product development to further address this problem
of balancing cost, manufacturing effectiveness and prod-
uct performance. Such a family design requires to meet
two goals: (i) an STC with multi-specified cooling capac-
ities have the same outside shell diameter and use com-
mon key parts or casting molds; (ii) the performance of
each specified capacity of the developed STC should
meet market requirements. An STC family with a range
of 5200–9800 W in four models has been implemented by
this research, meanwhile, the performance of each model
is also verified and satisfies the required objectives.
2. Description of the design process

Fig. 1 shows the cross section and major components
list of a hermetic STC used in this study. This STC’s



Fig. 1. The schematic and major components of a developed STC
family.
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structure consists of a low-pressure-shell design with a
solid axial compliance mechanism applied in the fixed
scroll that uses a set of backpressure mechanisms to sup-
ply solid force on the back of the fixed scroll and achieve
tip-sealing behavior during STC operation [16].

In STC family design, the first decision process is to
select a common outside diameter for the main shell of
the STC. This selection is made based on the inside
space constraints of specified air-conditioners and the
motor size that can meet the torque requirements for
the developed STC.

After the decision is made on the common outside
diameter, the most important design process is to define
the objective functions for the optimization approach.
In this study, the requirement is to obtain the maximum
coefficient of performance based on electrical power
input (COPel) for each model of the developing STC
family. Therefore, the COPel is selected as the objective
function and defined as the ratio of useful cooling capac-
ity, _Qc, to the overall power consumption of the motor,
Pmotor:

COPel ¼
_Qc

Pmotor

ð1Þ

The next process is to define the design variables and
related constraints, and then evaluate the feasible
dimensions and performance for each specified STC to
meet these requirements. To realize the controllable
design variables and the constraint functions, the fol-
lowing steps are carried out.

Step 1: Define the design variables that have the most
effect on the cooling capacity, _Qc, and the overall power
consumption of the motor, Pmotor.

(1) The design variables of the cooling capacity, _Qc:
Fig. 2 shows the simplified vapor-compression refrig-

eration cycle that is most widely used for defining a real
air-conditioning system and operating at steady condi-
tions. When the required cooling capacity, the operating
conditions and the properties of refrigerant are defined,
the mass flow rate of the suction vapor inlet to the STC,
_ms, and the suction volume rate, _V s, can be calculated
thus:

_ms ¼
_Qc

ðhin � houtÞ
ð2Þ

_V s ¼
_ms

qs

ð3Þ

where hin and hout are the enthalpies of refrigerant at
evaporator inlet and outlet respectively, and qs is the
refrigerant density in the suction port of the STC. To
obtain the properties of the refrigerant, this study uses
with REFPROP 6.01 [17].

At a specified operation speed and volumetric effi-
ciency, the displacement volume of the STC, Vd, can
be estimated as follows:

V d ¼
_V s

gv � xc

¼ _ms

gv � xc � qs

ð4Þ

where volumetric efficiency, gv, is defined as:

gv ¼
_ms;h � _ml

_ms

ð5Þ

The (heated) flow _ms;h from the suction gas inlet into
the suction chamber of the scroll pump is heated by the
suction import pipe and suction baffle, a process simu-
lated in this investigation using two successive stages
of turbulent flow-heated models.

In the first stage, external refrigerant flows into the
compressor through a circular tube and the heat trans-
fer coefficient conforms to the Dittus–Boelter equation
[18]:

htu ¼ 0:023 � kr
Di

� �
� R0:8

e � P 0:4
r ð6Þ

In the second simulated stage, the internal refrigerant
flows over a flat plate into the suction chamber for com-
pression, and the local heat transfer coefficient conforms
to the Johnson–Rubesin equation [18]:

hp ¼ 0:0296 � kr
L

� �
� R0:8

e � P 1=3
r ð7Þ

Then, the heated suction flow rate _ms;h can be evaluated.



Fig. 2. The simplified refrigeration cycle for defining a real air-conditioner. (a) Schematic of vapor-compression refrigeration cycle. (b) P–h diagram
of the cycle.
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As regards the leakage flow rate _ml, two types of leak-
age flow models have been proposed. The end side leak-
age is caused by a clearance area between the tip and
bottom of the scroll wraps and has been given an useful
model by Yanagisawa and Shimizu [19]:

_ml;e ¼
pd3eðpi � poÞ
6mk lnðro=riÞ

ð8Þ

The flank surface leakage is caused by differential
pressure between the compression chambers that causes
leakage to flow through a clearance area between two
adjacent walls of the scroll wraps. This type of leakage
flow rate can be depicted using Chu et al.’s formulation
[20]:

_ml;f ¼ C � Af �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pu � qu �

2n
n� 1

pu
pdw

� �2
n

� pu
pdw

� �nþ1
n

" #vuut
ð9Þ

The leakage flow rate is obtained by

_ml ¼ _ml;e þ _ml;f ð10Þ

Summarizing Eqs. (2)–(10), the cooling capacity can be
expressed as

_Qc ¼ gv � xc � ðhin � houtÞ � qs � V d ð11Þ
Using Morishita et al.’s derivation for the STC ana-
lytical model [1], the displacement volume Vd is obtained
as follows:

V d ¼ ð2N � 1Þ � p � pt � ðpt � 2tÞ � he ð12Þ

where N is the turn number of the scrolls and can be
determined by scroll wrap roll angle:

/r ¼ 360� � N þ 1

4

� �
ð13Þ

Therefore, the cooling capacity becomes

_Qc ¼ fgv � xc � ðhin � houtÞ � qsg

� 2 � /r

360
� 1

4

� �
� 1

� �
� p � pt � ðpt � 2tÞ � he

� �
ð14Þ

Because the refrigerant properties, operation condi-
tions and suction paths can all be specified in the same
family, the cooling capacity can be evaluated from four
major design variables: /r, pt, t and he. Fig. 3 shows the
geometrical definitions of these four relevant design
variables, which are used to define the basic dimension
of the scroll set. It also illustrates how a series of cooling
capacities is obtained from tuning these four design vari-
ables under the same outside diameter limitation and
within certain implemental constraints.



Table 1
Compressor operation conditions

Condensing
temperature

Evaporating
temperature

Degree of
subcooling

Degree of
superheating

54.4 �C 7.2 �C 8.3 �C 27.8 �C

Fig. 3. Four major design variables of scroll wrap.
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(2) The design variables of the overall power con-
sumption of the motor, Pmotor:

The overall power consumption is defined as:

Pmotor ¼
P shaft

gmotor

¼ T shaft � xc

gmotor

ð15Þ

The motor efficiency can be obtained by the perfor-
mance test with dynamometer. The torque Tshaft to drive
the STC is the sum of the torque that counters the tan-
gential bearing load and the friction moment of the
bearing, which is derived in detail by Morishita et al. [2]:

T shaft ¼ F Bh � ror þ
X

MB

¼ fF h þ F m þ ltF t þ ðl1F 1 þ l2F 2Þ sin hor
þ ð�F 1 þ F 2Þ cos horg � ror þ lBdF BdrBd

þ lBmF BmrBm þ lBlF BlrBl ð16Þ

where ror ¼ pt
2
� t, is the orbiting radius. The first term in

{} of Eq. (16) represents the gas compression force, the
second term is the inertia force of acceleration (when
angular velocity is constant, Fm = 0), and the third term
is the thrust-bearing friction on the main frame. The
fourth and fifth terms depict the frictional and inertia
forces of the Oldham ring. The last three terms indicate
the friction moments of the driving bush inside the
orbiting scroll boss, main journal bearing and lower
journal bearing, respectively. In Eq. (16), the frictional
coefficient of each journal bearing and the Oldham cou-
pling can all be collected by friction and wear tests [21].

If the journal bearings and the Oldham coupling used
in the developed STC family are the same, it should be
noted that this model makes it possible to obtain the
motor efficiency and compressor speed, the several work
losses and the torque Tshaft, and the overall power con-
sumption Pmotor, all can be evaluated while the design
variables of pt and t are defined.

Step 2: Set up the design constraints in order to meet
the practical requirements of the scroll wrap manufac-
ture and STC assembly.
To communicate with the engineering experts, three
constraints should be considered. The rigidities of the
scroll wrap and the cutting tool are the constraints for
scroll wrap manufacturing, and the outside diameter
limits of the scroll is the constraint for STC assembly.
The correlations between design variables and con-
straints are defined respectively as follows:

Gw ¼ he
t

ð17Þ

Gc ¼
he

ðpt � tÞ ð18Þ

Do max ¼ Do motor � da ð19Þ

From involute spiral definition [22], the outmost
curve coordinates that define the minimum required out-
side diameter Dob_min of the orbiting scroll are formu-
lated as

xob o ¼ rb½cosð/rÞ þ /r sinð/rÞ�
yob o ¼ rb½sinð/rÞ � /r cosð/rÞ� ð20Þ

where rb ¼ pt
2p, and Eq. (20) gives the limitation for /r, pt

as

Dob min ¼ 2 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2ob o þ y2ob o

q
¼ 2 � rb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ð/rÞ

2
q

¼ pt
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ð/rÞ

2
q

6 Do max ð21Þ

pt

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ /2

r

q
6 p � Do max ð22Þ

From Morishita et al.’s [1] derivation and Eq. (13),
the roll angle of the scroll wrap has roughly obtained as

/r �
vr � 3� hd

180�

� 	
þ 1

2
� 360� ð23Þ

where the built-in volumetric ratio vr can be derived
from the polytropic compression laws,

vr ¼
vs
vd

� �
¼ pd

ps

� �1
n

ð24Þ

in which ps and pd are the suction and discharge pres-
sures defined by the operation conditions depicted in
Table 1 and Fig. 2. The polytropic index n can be mea-
sured by laboratory experiment [23], based on which
1.11 is selected for this study.

Eqs. (17)–(24) clearly define the constraints of /r, pt, t
and he for the STC family design.

Step 3: Select a proper and robust optimization
algorithm to perform detailed simulation and iteration,
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and to obtain the optimum solutions for practical
applications.

Summarize Eqs. (14)–(22), the objective function
requirement can be defined as:

maximize COPel ¼ f ð/r; pt; t; heÞ ð25Þ

and subjected to the constraints:

LowerLimits 6 Gw;Gc;Do max 6 UpperLimits ð26Þ
As for the objective function and constraints are non-

linear, the suitable optimization technique is a direct
search method [12]. Meanwhile, the design variables
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Fig. 4. The optimization pro
must be monitored the progress and selected from a
given set of values with practical experience. An algo-
rithm combined with interactive session and discrete
variable design optimization [15], has been employed
in current study. Fig. 4 depicts the optimization process.

Interactive design optimization algorithms are based
on utilizing the designer’s input during the iterative pro-
cess. They must be implemented into an interactive envi-
ronment to report the status of the calculation results
and the designer can specify what needs to be done
depending on the current design conditions. In this
study, an analysis module of STC simulation package
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Fig. 5. The design flowchart of STC simulation package used in this
study.

Table 2
Specifications of the STC family used in this study

Refrigerant R-22
Input power 220 V, single phase
Lubricants Mineral oil
Shell type Low pressure
Compliant mechanism type Solid axial compliant mechanism
Motor outside diameter (mm) 139
Specified capacity (W) 5200 6800 8100 9800
Objective of COPel (W/W) 3.00 3.10 3.15 3.20

Table 3
Design constraints

Item no. Design constraint Notes

1 Dob_min 6 Do_max 6 100 mm Do_motor = 139 mm
da � 40 mm

2 1 6 Gw 6 8.5 From finite analysis of
stress deflection and wrap
machining capability

3 1 6 Gc 6 2.5 From cutter catalog and
machining expertise

Table 4
Initial data definitions in this STC family

Required cooling capacity (W) 5200 6800 8100 9800
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and graphical display to draw conclusions are to play
the decision making during the interactive optimization
process. Fig. 5 shows the basic simulation flowchart of
the developed STC computer package.

A design variable is called discrete if its value must be
selected from a given finite set of values to meet the
parametric design requirements, fabrication limitations
and cost effectiveness. Therefore, /r, pt, t and he of four
design variables all is given as discrete variables to put in
practice. In the mean time, the Equal Interval Search
technique [15] is used in this approach.

Using the optimization algorithm combined with a
graphical solution method, the feasible region of each
design variable can be identified. Finally, the optimum
solutions of this family design are obtained.
Displacement volume (cc) 25.4 32.3 37.4 45
Motor operating torque (Nm) 3.8–4.8 4.8–5.8 5.5–6.7 6.5–8.2
Motor efficiency (%) 87 88 89 90
Cooling capacity allowance ±2%
Motor operating speed (rpm) 3490
Theoretical compression ratio 3.43
Polytropic exponent 1.11
Initial design data t = 2.5 mm, /r = 1050�
3. Case study of STC family design

The required operation conditions and specifications
used in the case study of STC family evaluation are
given in Tables 1 and 2. The design constraints, defined
in Table 3, are based on the facility limitations and capa-
bilities of manufacturing and assembling STCs. An out-
side diameter of 139 mm for the motor stator is selected
as the design base.

3.1. Initial design

First, the motor performance data must be collected
from the motor supplier or from experiments using the
dynamometer. Under the specified operational condi-
tions (as defined in Table 1), the R22 refrigerant proper-
ties can be obtained from REFPROP 6.01 [17].
Thereafter, the theoretical pressure ratio, mass flow rate
and displacement can be estimated from Eqs. (2)–(4).
Depend on the suggestion of the scroll manufacturer,
t = 2.5 mm and /r = 1050� are selected as initial design
values. Given the limitations of the outside motor diam-
eter and assembly tolerance, 100 mm is selected as the
maximum outside diameter of the scroll set.

Table 4 shows the initial design data in this STC
family development. The four design variables can be
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evaluated from the equations outlined above using an
iterative process.
3.2. Search direction approach

The optimization approach used in this study
requires first is that a search direction for the multiple
design variable variations should be identified. Figs. 6
and 7 illustrate the direction of the scroll wrap height,
the sizes resulting from the different steps in the search
direction approach to meet cooling capacity require-
ments under the constraints of Do_max, Gw and Gc based
on the initial design data of t = 2.5 mm and /r = 1050�.
These results underscore three important outcomes of
using this approach:

(1) On the basis of one set of thickness t and a roll
angle /r of the scroll wrap selections, Eq. (14),
subjected to a change in the search direction of
scroll height he matched with pitch pt of the scroll
wrap, can fit to each required cooling capacity
requirement. The allowance has been listed in
Table 4.
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Fig. 6. Search direction approach 1 b
(2) For a specified cooling capacity requirement,
increasing he, Gw and Gc will increase, but Dob_min

reduce. To meet the constraints of Dob_min

6 Do_max 6 100 mm, Gw 6 8.5, Gc 6 2.5, the feasi-
ble region of he can be given. In this initial design
case, the feasible region of he is between 16 mm
and 21.3 mm. Fig. 6 has presented the approach
results clearly.

(3) At specified cooling capacity, increasing he can
improve COPel as Fig. 7 shows.

3.3. Optimization process

Once the search direction of four design variables of
/r, pt, t and he have been tuned to meet the objective
requirements for each specified cooling capacity with
interactive process, the optimization approach with
detail simulation and iteration is carried out.

3.3.1. First-phase evaluation

In the first-phase evaluation, the basic data variations
of t are 2.5 mm to 3.3 mm with a step size of
0.05 mm � 0.1 mm, and /r is 1050� to 1250� with a step
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size of 20� � 50�, respectively. As shown in Table 4, by
individually applying a search direction approach to
each specified set of t and /r, a maximum COPel can
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(1) Except in the case of 5200 W, the maximum COPel

of each required cooling capacity in this STC fam-
ily occurs at /r = 1150�, despite various thick-
nesses of scroll wrap. Moreover, even though the
maximum COPel for 5200 W is located at
/r = 1120�, the COPel deviation between 1120�
and 1150� is within 0.1%.

(2) The optimum points of scroll wrap thickness are
3.2 mm, 3.3 mm, 2.6 mm and 2.6 mm for
9800 W, 8100 W, 6800 W and 5200 W, respec-
tively. Nonetheless, for 8100 W, the COPel devia-
tion between 3.3 mm and 3.2 mm is within 0.1%.
Table 5 shows the detailed design variable data
for achieving the maximum COPel.
Table 5
Optimum results of first-phase evaluation

Required cooling capacity (W) 5200
Objective of COPel (W/W) 3.00
Calculated cooling capacity (W) 5224.73
Calculated COPel (W/W) 3.093
Thickness of scroll wrap t (mm) 2.6
Height of scroll wrap he (mm) 22.0
Pitch of scroll wrap pt (mm) 11.730
Roll angle of scroll wrap /r (�) 1120
Dob_min 73.083
Gw = he/t 8.462
Gc = he/(pt � t) 2.41

Table 6
Second-phase evaluation results

Panel a: Used with the same orbiting radius

Calculated cooling capacity (W) 5273.15
Calculated COPel (W/W) 2.999
Thickness of scroll wrap t (mm) 2.6
Roll angle of scroll warp (�) 1150
Height of scroll wrap he (mm) 16.524
Pitch of scroll wrap pt (mm) 12.860
Orbiting radius ror = pt/2 � t 3.83
Dob_min 73.083
Gw = he/t 6.355
Gc = he/(pt � t) 1.61

Panel b: Final optimum solutions used with two types of orbiting radius

Calculated cooling capacity (W) 5266.15
Calculated COPel (W/W) 3.027
Thickness of scroll wrap t (mm) 2.6
Roll angle of scroll warp (�) 1150
Height of scroll wrap he (mm) 17.427
Pitch of scroll wrap pt (mm) 12.608
Orbiting radius ror = pt/2 � t 3.704
Dob_min 80.651
Gw = he/t 6.703
Gc = he/(pt � t) 1.74
(3) As a result of the above data, two thicknesses of
scroll wrap are proposed to meet the objective
function requirements—2.6 mm for 5200 W and
6800 W, 3.2 mm for 8100 W and 9800 W. At the
same time, 1150� of roll angle is selected as the
optimum value. Thereafter, only the two design
variables he and pt need to be tuned continuously.
3.3.2. Second-phase evaluation

As already discussed, increasing he can improve the
COPel at specified t and /r, but Gw and Gc will limit
the increment of he. In addition, the orbiting radius of
ror ¼ pt

2
� t must also be considered because the ror will

influence the decision on the crankshaft dimension.
6800 8100 9800
3.10 3.15 3.20

6689.15 8151.13 9817.72
3.172 3.253 3.292
2.6 3.3 3.2
22.0 25.6 26.8
12.629 13.596 14.135

1150 1150 1150
80.784 86.972 90.416
8.462 7.758 8.375
2.19 2.49 2.45

6697.32 8181.60 9813.60
3.149 3.230 3.296
2.6 3.2 3.2

20.952 22.605 27.2
12.860 14.061 14.061

80.784 84.880 90.416
8.059 7.064 8.500
2.04 2.08 2.50

6688.37 8181.60 9813.60
3.173 3.230 3.296
2.6 3.2 3.2

22.100 22.605 27.200
12.608 14.061 14.061

3.830
80.648 89.946 89.944
8.500 7.064 8.500
2.21 2.08 2.50
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Therefore, the following two approaches are carried out
in the second-phase evaluation design:

(1) The first approach uses with the same orbiting
radius for the STC family. Under a maximum
height of scroll wrap with Gw, Gc constraints (see
Table 6(Panel a) for the solutions), the COPel can-
not meet the objective requirement for 5200 W.

(2) The second approach opens the restraint of the
orbiting radius by drawing on the two thicknesses
defined in the first-phase evaluation to propose
two types of orbiting radius for this STC family.
From Table 6(Panel b) shows, all result data can
satisfy the COPel objective requirements under
specified constraints and present the final optimum
solutions.
Fig. 9. One sample of the developed STC.
4. Prototyping and experimental validations

Subsequent to finding the optimum solutions for the
STC family, this study implements four family proto-
types. A calorimeter with a semianechonic chamber (a
background noise of 40 dBA) and a sound level meter
are used to measure the cooling capacity, COPel and
noise level of the developed STC series. Table 7 presents
the specifications and measuring method of this
calorimeter.

Fig. 9 shows one sample of the developed prototype,
and Fig. 10 shows the comparisons of cooling capacity
and COPel between the experimental and calculated
results. The maximum deviations for cooling capacity
Table 7
The specifications of calorimeter used for measuring STC performance

Items Specifications

General description of system According to ISO 917, this equip
Compressor loop refrigerant R22
Capacity measuring range 1500–12000 W
Measuring method and
required accuracy

(1) The equipment is employed fo
liquid flow meter system

(2) The value of the estimated er
secondary refrigerant system
flow meter system

(3) The deviation of cooling capa
between the secondary refrige
should be within ±4%

(4) The accuracy of refrigerant fl
(5) The accuracy of speed-measu
(6) Repeatability 6 1%

The background noise of compressor
chamber

6 40 dBA when fan is closed

Control items Range

Compressor discharge pressure 10–30 kg/cm2

Compressor suction pressure 1.67–9.28 kg/cm2

Compressor suction temperature �25 to 50 �C
and COPel are under 2.53% and 1.69%, respectively, sug-
gesting that the research has successfully achieved its
desired results.

Table 8 illustrates the common sharing of each major
component in this STC series. In all, 58% of shared com-
ponents are identical, with a total cost share of 26.85%,
while 26% of shared parts are made with the same mold
but have partially different dimensions, with a cost share
of 62.08%. Only 16% of components, with a cost share
of 11.07%, are wholly different for each specified STC
in this family.
ment is designed for fully automatic measurements

r the secondary refrigerant system and

ror for the cooling capacity from the
calculated should be lower than liquid

city and COPel measuring results
rant and liquid flow meter system

ow-measuring instruments should be within ±1%
ring instruments should be within ±0.75%

Stability

±0.1 kg/cm2

±0.15 kg/cm2

±0.5 �C



Fig. 10. Comparisons between measured and calculated results of the developed STC family.

Table 8
Common sharing status of each major component of this STC family

Component items Common sharer Cost share (%) Notes

Top cover include outlet port ˇ 3.74 One type for this series of compressor
Check valve mechanism ˇ 1.50 One type for this series of compressor
Back pressure Mechanism D 5.24 One type of casting mold but different hole diameter for different

back pressure required
Fixed scroll D 20.19 Two types of scroll wrap but used with same outside diameter
Orbiting scroll D 19.45 Two types of scroll wrap but used with same outside diameter
Oldham ring ˇ 1.50 One type for this series of compressor
Main frame ˇ 11.97 One type for this series of compressor
Driving bushing ˇ 0.15 One type for this series of compressor
Main journal bearing ˇ 0.22 One type for this series of compressor
Upper balancer X 0.30 Different type for each specified capacity
Main shell include inlet port
and suction baffle

D 13.46 One type of pressing mold but different length with different capacity
required

Crankshaft X 10.47 Same shaft diameter with two types of orbiting radius and a different
length for each specified capacity

Motor D 3.74 One type of pressing mold but different stack height with different capacity
Lower balancer X 0.30 Different type for each specified capacity
Terminal ˇ 0.15 One type for this series of compressor
Bottom frame ˇ 2.24 One type for this series of compressor
Lower journal bearing ˇ 0.15 One type for this series of compressor
Oil pump ˇ 2.24 One type for this series of compressor
Bottom cover ˇ 2.99 One type for this series of compressor

1. ‘‘̌ ’’ means this series of STC family uses the same component.
2. ‘‘D’’ means the dimension of this component has been somewhat modified.
3. ‘‘X’’ means this component is different for each specified STC.
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5. Conclusion

This study has demonstrated a systematic and practi-
cal process for optimization of STC family design that
allows the COPel for each specified capacity to meet the
objective requirements of commercialization. Six impor-
tant aspects of this research are summarized below:

(1) The study implemented a practical optimization
algorithm combined with interactive session and
discrete variables techniques, meanwhile, a devel-
oped STC simulation package and graphical dis-
play method are to play the decision making
during the interactive optimization process.

(2) This investigation selected as its design variables
the four geometrical factors of scroll wrap—/r,
pt, t and he—that can define the major dimensions
of the developed STC family.

(3) Based on manufacturing and assembling expertise
input, and after the COPel was defined as the
objective function, one case study of an STC fam-
ily was developed. The calculated COPel for each
specified capacity of this STC family are 3.027,
3.173, 3.230, 3.296 for 5200 W, 6800 W, 8100 W,
9800 W, respectively.

(4) All STC models developed for this study met the
target requirements and performance objectives.
Comparisons between measured and calculated
results show that the maximum deviation of cool-
ing capacity and the COPel deviation are below
2.53% and 1.69%, respectively.

(5) Two sets of scroll wrap thickness are designated,
2.6 mm for 5200 W and 6800 W, and 3.2 mm for
8100 W and 9800 W, but the dimension of the out-
side diameter for each specified STC in this family
is identical.

(6) A common share percentage of over 80% is
achieved for major components in this family
design, and only 16% of components are wholly
different for each specified STC.
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